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Thank you for allowing us to submit for this project.  We believe we would be an excellent choice given 

our background, previous work and our methodology.  We would be excited to work with MARSOC and 

hope you will give us consideration.  We previously submitted for RFQ: H92257-19-Q-0111 and have 

since made several significant changes to our approach for RFQ: H92257-19-Q-0147 that we believe 

better reflects MARSOCs needs.  Those changes are addressed in our Personnel Team and begin with 

our award-winning action photographer who is also a skydiver with letters of commendations from two 

Brigadier Generals for his work with West Point Cadets and the US Army parachute team, Golden 

Knights.  He is excited to be on our team and we are excited to have him. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Lumina Films was founded in 1996 with the philosophy that a lean, nimble production company with great 

creative talent at the helm and strong, wide ranging relationships among the film/video/print community 

could scale up or down quickly to offer its clients uncompromised quality at fair, competitive costs.  In the 

ensuing two decades Lumina Films has produced a wide variety of award-winning content from 

commercials, documentaries and narrative long-form movies to music videos and info-tainment-style 

social media content.  The artistic vision at Lumina Films is creative director Mark Richardson.  Mark 

studied under the renowned director Martin Scorsese while completing his masters at NYU Film School. 

He spent six years concepting, producing and directing national television commercials for advertising 
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agency giant DMB&B.  Mark launched Lumina Films with the vision to become a boutique filmmakers 

collaborative, whose mission has remained for 23 years: exceed client’s expectations by bringing together 

and nourishing exceptional filmmaking talent, maintaining the highest standard of ethics and integrity 

thereby building loyalty within the film community and staying lean and competitive by cutting excessive, 

non-essential costs and overhead.   Along the way Mark has collected dozens of clients and over 45 

national and international awards for himself, his colleagues and his company, Lumina Films.  Today 

much of the creative content Lumina Films produces come from returning clients who trust and enjoy 

working with Mark and his team.  

 

They know Lumina Films will deliver on time, on budget and above expectations.  Our hope, with this 

submission, is to earn your trust so MARSOC will one day become a returning client, also.  

 

Understanding Our Client’s Needs 

 

 
Skip Rizzo | The Next List | CNN  

 

The bidding process is always a challenge for both Production Company and Client.  It’s a balancing act. 

Quality filmmaking is both a creative art and also an expensive, technical, labor and 

organization-intensive operation.  It’s easy to offer Hollywood-style production with Hollywood-style 

budgets.  But few Clients have unlimited funds to work with.  The challenge is to balance the desire to 

produce the highest quality possible versus the need to be competitive and cost-effective.  While the tools 

of our trade are widely available to nearly anyone, the question becomes; in who’s hands are those tools 

and how many hands and tools are needed to accomplish the desired goal?  
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After carefully reviewing the PWS, studying MARSOC’s current website and social media channels and 

digesting all Q&A responses provided, we’re submitting our bid that reflects our understanding of your 

needs and finely balances the fine line between the art of filmmaking and its costs.  As to the art, it seems 

obvious that you are looking to create exciting new content that raises your current video and still 

photography assets to a higher level.  MARSOC’s current videos and stills capture the wide breadth of 

visually exciting action.  We believe our team will capture that same action even more dramatically with 

higher cinematic flair, angles, ramping speeds, and more dynamic use of drones, stabilizers, underwater 

photography and night footage.  Your stated video deliverables (two 30 second plus six 15 second) are 

commercial in length.  This tells us that you are looking for a production company to deliver bold, 

high-end, compelling and polished commercials that will quickly engage and grab the attention of your 

stated targeted audiences.  Those eight finished spots must be a dramatic call to action and energize 

potential recruits and make proud all current Active Duty Enlisted Marines and Officers alike.  In addition 

to those eight video deliverables and the three hundred fifty plus photographs, MARSOC will have 

possession of an enormous volume of unused video and photo assets to later repurpose into longer 

recruitment, social media and marketing content.  

 

 
The Runner | Athleta  
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You are looking for very high quality - yet you want to keep costs as low as possible – without forfeiting 

quality.  As stated above, we submitted for RFQ: H92257-19-Q-0111 and learned that our bid was roughly 

$50,000 higher than the company that was eventually awarded.  We went back through our bid to 

understand how we came out so much higher and could we achieve the same quality by matching their 

bid.  In general crew costs don’t vary dramatically company to company so it came down to the size of our 

crew and equipment.  We concluded we bid H92257-19-Q-0111 with too big of a crew, support staff 

(additional production assistants) to prep various cameras, charge batteries and swap out lenses for the 

cinematographers and a 1st AD (assistant director) to coordinate what we assumed would be different 

cameramen shooting simultaneously in different locations at the same time.  For H92257-19-Q-0147 we 

are bidding with a smaller crew and less pre-production creative ideation and storyboarding.  But we are 

again bidding to be shooting multiple cameras simultaneously because, in our experience, it dramatically 

improves the quality of the final product.  We have also brought in two new experts not in our original 

roster - a top-notch action still photographer and a distinguished underwater still and video photographer.  

 

The provided personnel breakdown (Factor IV) plus answers provided in the Q&A amendments suggest 

that you are looking for a lean and cost-effective production team to pull this off as economically as 

possible.  It is also clear that this is a rigorous film shoot and not for the faint of heart or build.  Keeping up 

with the fit Marines over rugged terrain 16 hours a day for up to 7 straight days requires an equally fit, 

well-practiced and well-prepared team.  

 

Our proposed team is comprised of seasoned, award-winning professionals who have accomplished work 

of this nature in the past and understand and welcome the rigors involved.  We will employ multiple 

cameras at all times using up to date professional DSLR still cameras with a wide range of lenses, 4K 

cinematic video equipment (drones, night vision cameras, stabilizers, underwater housing, go pros, 

sliders, et al) plus a minimal support, supervision and assistants to wrangle and transport equipment 

cases, swapping out cameras and lenses when needed, providing proper exterior night lighting, sound, 

the constant replenishment of fresh batteries and camera capture drives, charging stations and on-site 

downloading and asset management of the digital files and backups.  

 

Our bid proposes working with an on-site 7 person crew.  
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Creative Capabilities  

While no one example completely captures the “look & feel” the MARSOC project requires we believe 

that, in their totality, the links below properly showcase our capabilities and demonstrate our technical and 

creative qualifications.  The proof is in our body of work, which we hope you will review at the links 

provided. 

 

 

Photography 

Laszlo Andacs 

Action/wildlife photographer, Laszlo Andacs, has joined Lumina Films and we are excited to have him on 

our team.  Laslo is also a skydiver, pilot, videographer, FAA certified drone operator and PADI certified.  

(View Laszlo’s Photographer here) 

 

http://www.luminafilms.com/laszlo-andacs/
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Skip Rizzo | The Next List | CNN  

Docu-info-tainment Style 

 

CNN “The Next List” 

Mark and his team were brought in to produce six episodes of The Next List, a half hour docu-tainment 

style series for CNN about innovative people in their various fields.  Skip Rizzo, a clinical psychologist, 

was working with the Marines to help soldiers deal with PTSD and the stresses of combat through 

immersive video game play.  One full day of the episode was shot at Camp Pendleton.  Lumina Films 

handled all production and post production. 

(Watch CNN “The Next List” excerpt here.) 

 

 

  

http://www.luminafilms.com/skip
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A Strange Exchange | IBM  

IBM 

These social media videos are a good example of our fast paced Info-tainment style of shooting and 

editing the PWS says should be an emphasis.   Our crew for these series was closely the same scale and 

involved a majority of the same core team members with much of the same equipment we propose to use 

on the MARSOC project.   The IBM “A Strange Exchange” series required we travel 21 consecutive days 

through 5 European countries plus an addition 15 days through four states back in the U.S.  

(Watch the IBM Social Media here.)  

 

 

 
Tomorrow | Avangrid 

Commercials 

We’ve made our fair share.  Here are three we think are relevant to the Marine Raiders project. 

http://www.luminafilms.com/social
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AVANGRID 

An energy company with a mission: to become known as the clean energy producer for the future.  This 

commercial is a good example of Lumina Films’ creative strength.  After shooting a long day with 14 kids 

running around having fun in the great outdoors, Mark and his editor were able to weave the various 

vignettes into a subtle but powerful and emotional 60 second message using the beautiful footage (Glen 

Mordec ), music and sound design.  

(Watch Avangrid commercial here.) 

 

 

TRINITY HEALTH 

Five hospitals merge into one.  The message: we’re better off together.  A total of eight spots, this Trinity 

Health campaign demonstrates Mark and Lumina Films’ creative ability to create multiple :15 spots, each 

distinctively different, out of the one original :60.  

(Watch Trinity Health series :60 & :15s here.) 

 

 

 
Adrian Peterson | EpiPen 

EPIPEN 

Football star, Adrian Peterson agreed to do a ‘call to action’ video for EpiPen.  The catch, he’d only give 

us two hours of his time to shoot the entire commercial.  Mark and Glen had to work fast.  Very fast. 

Preparation, planning and a well-oiled crew was how we pulled it off.  (Watch EpiPen commercial here.) 

http://www.luminafilms.com/avangrid
http://www.luminafilms.com/trinity
http://www.luminafilms.com/adrian
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Battle of Belleau Wood | Nat'l. Museum of the Marine Corps | Permanent Installation 

 

National Museum of the Marines Corp 

Glen Mordeci, Mark’s long-time Director of Photography and collaborator was chosen to helm and shoot 

this short film that lives in the National Museum of the Marines Corp.  It commemorates the very first 

Marine battle and honors their extraordinary bravery and sacrifices. 

(Watch Battle for Belleau Woods here.) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.luminafilms.com/battle
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Underwater Photography & Video 

 
Lee Burghard is an award winning filmmaker, proud co-owner of Wild Shutter Imaging, and equipment 

specialist for Reef Photo & Video. He specializes in capturing photos and video from challenging 

environments whether they’re near the surface or a hundred feet below.  We are excited he has agreed to 

join Lumina Films for this project. 

(See Lee's Underwater Photography Here.) 

(See Lee's Underwater Video Here.) 

 
 
 

 
Shooting in Low Light 

 
For most of our night and low light shoots we use the A7sii and an assortment of our fast Xeen prime 
lenses. 
(Click here for some of our low-light samples) 

http://www.luminafilms.com/lee-burghard/
http://wildshutterimaging.com/
http://www.luminafilms.com/lowlight
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Our Team   (Sub Factor I, Personnel) 
 
Each crewmember’s name has a link to their websites, bios and/or resumes.  
 

Creative Director, Mark Richardson 

Still Photographer, Laszlo Andacs 

Director of Video Photography, Glen Mordeci 

Underwater Photography/Video, Lee Burghard 

Lighting/Sound, Cameras Assistant, Michael Sassano 

Drone Operator & 2nd Underwater Operator, Brent Murray, FAA certified, PADI certified 

Editor, Daniel Rutledge 

 
The core of this team has worked together many times over many years and operates as a lean, mobile, 

highly creative, well-organized and well-tuned unit.  This is important we believe for this particular 

assignment.  

 

           Mark Richardson, Creative Director  

(20+ years experience) 

Mark has been producing entertainment content since 1986 when he began his graduate studies at 

NYU’s Graduate Film School. Chosen by the faculty to be one of six students to study under the tutelage 

of Martin Scorsese, his student films won top awards three years in a row. His thesis film won a total of 17 

awards worldwide including first place in the national FOCUS Awards competition sponsored by Steven 

Spielberg.  
 

After film school Mark spent 6 years at a major advertising agency where he produced over fifty national 

commercials. But restless with the conservative confines of a large agency, Mark left to found Lumina 

Films, a boutique filmmaker’s production & editorial company with an eye towards challenging 

cost-conscious independent film & video production, new media content and putting the drama in front of 

the camera - not behind it. Since its founding Lumina Films has created an impressive body of 

http://www.luminafilms.com/markrichardson
https://laszloimage.com/about/
http://glenmordeci.com/about-1
http://wildshutterimaging.com/about/
https://michaeljsassano.com/welcome
https://lazerhawkdrones.com/
https://danielrutledge.myportfolio.com/
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commercials, healthcare content, branded entertainment, industrials, feature films, educational videos, TV 

documentaries, music videos and webisodes.  
 

A list of Lumina Films’ clients include; IBM, Master Card, Prudential, Jet Blue, BMW Motorcycles, 

Bristol-Myer Squibb, Eli Lilly, Merck, Pfizer, Sunovion, Bayer, Greenwich Hospital, Northeast Utilities, 

Camacho Cigars, Playboy, Partnership for a Drug Free America, Procter & Gamble, CNN, Lifetime, HBO, 

Trump Resorts, Burlington Coat Factory, Hyundai and Baeble Music. Some of the agencies Lumina Films 

has produced work for include BBDO, DDB, Publicis, The Ad Store, Colangelo, Fleishman Hillard, Arnold 

NY, Lowes Worldwide, Alchemy The Big Arrow Group and McCann Erickson.   (Click here for Mark’s 

website)   

 

           Laszlo Andacs, Still Photographer  

(20+ years experience) Laszlo was born in Hungary and emigrated to the US in 1998 (US citizen.)  Sports 

& nature photographer, small plane pilot, skydiver, drone operator and, in this down time, Google 360º 

photographer.  (Click here for Laszlo’s website)   

 

        Glen Mordeci, Video Cinematographer  

(20+ years experience) Glen and Mark have been collaborating together for over twelve years.  Glen is an 

award-winning Director of Photography with world-class credentials. He has shot 500+ productions in 12 

countries across 5 continents.  In addition to TV commercials, he has lensed long-and-short form content, 

corporate videos, documentaries, reality TV shows, branding & sales videos and still images for a range 

of clients.  He has worked with a diversity of specialty talent including A-list celebrities & musicians, 

professional athletes, “real people”, CEOs and a US President.  When not working he can be found 

surfing out at Montauk where he lives.  

(Click here for Glen’s website) 

http://www.luminafilms.com/
http://www.luminafilms.com/
https://laszloimage.com/about/
http://glenmordeci.com/
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  Brent Murray, Drone Operator 

(10 years experience) 

Brent is one of the best drone pilots in the US. Quicksilver, National Geographic, ESPN, Jeep, History 

Channel, Sony Pictures and Paramount are among a few of his clients. 

(Click here for Brent’s website) 

 

  Lee Burghard, Underwater Cameraman 

Award winning filmmaker, proud co-owner of Wild Shutter Imaging, and equipment specialist for Reef 

Photo & Video. Lee specializes in capturing video & stills from challenging environments whether they’re 

near the surface or a hundred feet below. He’s always pushing himself to try something new, unique, and 

different with his work.  

(Click here for Lee’s website)  

 

  Michael Sassano, Lighting/Sound, Camera Assistant and 2nd Shooter  

(7 years experience) Michael has been working with our Creative Director for the last 5 years.  He is 

instrumental in managing all the equipment, ingesting all the camera footage and sound files and has 

traveled with Mark doing sound and 2nd camera work all throughout Europe and the US.  When he is not 

working with Lumina he can most likely be found on his skateboard (he has shoot numerous skate 

videos.)  (Click here for Michael's website) 

https://lazerhawkdrones.com/
http://wildshutterimaging.com/
https://michaeljsassano.com/welcome
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   Daniel Rutledge, Editor 

(15 years experience) 

Dan has been working with our Creative Director in the edit room off and on for over ten years.  He brings 

magic to every project he works on and is Mark’s most trusted editor.  He has edited all of the “Strange 

Exchange” IBM videos and the recent Avangrid spot (links above.) His technical skills include Premiere 

Pro, FCPX, DaVinci Resolve, After Effects, Photoshop and a whole lot more than we even know about. 

(Click here for Dan’s website) 

 

The Equipment We Use  (Sub Factor II, Technical) 

 

When it comes to which specific cameras and equipment - we prefer to wait until we have a creative 

briefing with the client and then choose our equipment accordingly.  We have, between us, the Red Epic 

the Canon C500 with Odyssey RAW recorder.  We have the Sony FS7 and Sony FS5 plus several 

Canon 5D Mk III & IV, Sony A7sii & A7riii.  We have used both the Arri Alexa SXT and Alexa Mini. 

Based on our reading of the PWS, we’re thinking a lighter, more portable and durable package to allow 

for more cameras resulting in more coverage.  For this type of “info-tainment” style filmmaking we like to 

use different cameras for different results.  All of our proposed cameras shoot in 4K resolutions.  

 

For still photography: the Canon 5D Mk-IV, 

Canon L lenses: 16-35mm f4IS, 24-105 f4 IS, 70-200 f2.8 IS, and 50mm f1.2 

Sigma lenses: 150-600mm f5-6.3 Sport and 15mm f2.8 fisheye 

Canon 580 EX flashes  

drone with accessories  

DJI Ronin S gimbal 

 

For video daylight portion, we’re thinking: (1) Sony FS7, (1) Sony FS5, (1) Sony a7r, (1) Sony a7s, (3) 

GoPro Heros 6&7 and Insta360 One X.  For lenses we’ll bring a sizable assortment of Zeiss, Sony and 

Canon pro L series zooms and primes from super wide 14mm to 800mm telephoto and a set of Xeen 

https://danielrutledge.myportfolio.com/
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cinema primes (16, 24, 35, 50, 85 & 135mm). For night shooting, in addition to the Sony a7s for low light 

we are testing the Sony FDR AX100 for portable handheld IR light options.  

 

For drones, our two certified pilots own  (1) DJI Mavic 2 Pro, (1) DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise (with night 

vision), (1) DJI Phantom-4 Pro V2 and (1) DJI Inspire 2.  

 

For stabilization we own (1) MoVI M10 rig w/Shogun external 4k video recorder and (2) Ronin S for our 

DSLRs.  For tripods, (2) Sachtler Flowtechs plus Manfrotto full and baby legs.  

 

For lighting large exteriors we own (2) Intellytech Light Cannon F-485 LED Fresnels and (4) Astra 6x 

with V mount batteries, which will be sufficient to light a fair-size field.  We would probably also bring our 

assorted case of Wescott flex LEDs for interior interviews.  If larger lighting needs were determined, it 

could easily be accommodated.  

 

For sound, Lectrosonic Lavs and AKG, shotgun mics, multi track recording via Tascam out to each 

camera with wireless taps to camera for sound reference and timecode. 

 

For in the water and underwater stills and video we have:  

● Nauticam NA-1DXMKII Housing (For Canon 1DX MKII Camera) 

● Nauticam WACP 

● Nauticam 230mm Dome Port 

● Nauticam Macro Port 87 

● Nauticam Extension Ring 70mm, 30mm, 35mm, 50mm (to accommodate different lenses 

with the Dome Port) 

● Nauticam NA-502B (for SmallHD 502 Bright Monitor) 

● 2x Keldan 8X 15000 Lumen CRI 82 Video Lights 

● Zen Underwater Tripod Plate 

 

Lee’s dive equipment consists of: 

● 2x Scubapro MK 25 1st stage regulator 

● 2x Scubapro G260 2nd stage regulator 

● Holis Backplate/Wing/Harness system 

● Scubapro Jet Fins 

● Mask 
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● 3mm, 5mm,7mm wetsuits 

 

For 360º video and stills Laszlo has worked with the Insta360 Pro 2 and, if it is still part of MARSOC’s 

design during the shoot, we will rent that camera.  We have the smaller Insta360 One X which we will 

bring. 

 

To be more competitive, in light of what we learned from the RFQ: H92257-19-Q-0111 award, we have 

deleted several additional camera and support personnel from our original bid so how much equipment 

we bring will be determined by our creative discussion with your team upon which a final equipment list 

would be made available. 

 

                   ____________________ 
 

 

 

 

We hope we have conveyed our enthusiasm and excitement for your project.  We would love to work with 

you on it and hope you will consider us. 

 

Thank you very much for taking the time to get to know us! 

 

Best, 

The Lumina Team 
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